Buildings and their Parts

Grades 1 and 2 Facts Quiz

1) In order to enter a building you need to open and walk through a …

Window
Chimney
Door*

2) To keep rain and snow off your head buildings have a …

Floor
Roof*
Wall

3) Builders use _____ to make windows.

Plastic
Glass*
Steel

4) Without these four things a building would collapse.

Floors
Foundations
Walls*

5) A building is built on top of a concrete pad called a …

Foundation*
Launch Pad
Sidewalk

6) All modern buildings have ______ so people can see out.

Doors
Skylights
Windows*

7) When you are in a building you are walking on a …

Catwalk
Floor*
Sidewalk
8) Before elevators were invented people used a _________ to move from one floor to the next.

Rope ladder
Escalator
Staircase*

9) Buildings are not just a big open space inside. Most buildings have many different …

Rooms*
Walls
Floors

10) The building that you go to sleep in at night is called your …

Office
Hotel
Home*